[A study on the structure of the intention to become ideal selves: from the viewpoint of the relationship to subjective ratings of ideal selves ].
This study examined the structure of the "intention to become ideal selves", the autonomous direct approaches in building into an ideal self. Only when people feel meanings or worth on an ideal self, do people have the intention to be it. It was predicted that if people feel meanings or worth on ideal selves, some affect related to it would rise. In addition, we predicted that the possibility to actualize ideal selves would directly or indirectly promote the intention to become ideal selves. A structural model based on these hypotheses was examined, controlling for sex and contents of ideal selves. The questionnaire was administered during class to 1 052 university students (F = 453, M = 599). The hypothetical structural model was examined by SEM and yielded a good estimate of model fit, and fully estimated the intention to become ideal selves. Although this structural model showed good estimates of model fit regardless of sex or contents of ideal selves, there were some differences in the standardized coefficient of the possibility to actualize ideal selves depending on the contents of ideal selves.